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Strict Penalties for Violators of Speed Laws

To avoid Accidents Internal Security stated that all vehicle operators must drive with extreme care. Driving regulations must be strictly observed.

The speed limit for driving on the ward boundary roads is 20 m.p.h. and between the blocks 15 m.p.h. Within the blocks only motor vehicles with special permit is allowed and slow driving is necessary. All law breakers will be reported to Internal Security and liable to strict penalty.

For health and comfort of the residents, wardens have asked the drivers to be careful of raising dust.

---

FARM ACCIDENT IS FATAL TO TOPAZAN

As a result of in-on Friday afternoon injuries sustained in hospital's history, yesterday morning at the base hospital, Saturday, Oct. 16, 1933.

Four residents, Toshi Yamada, Kazuo Stawks, Tam Nisho, and Toshiaki Tani, are still in a critical condition because of numerous injuries received in the accident. However, they are reported to be improving. The other occupants of the ill-fated truck who are also in the hospital will be released in a few days.

Johnny Nomura, the only victim of the fire truck accident of Wednesday afternoon who is still in the hospital, was reported to be in a semi-coma, yesterday. His condition has not improved.

---

Frost Inflicts Damage On Farm Crop

"Huge loss was inflicted upon the project farm by the severe frost which struck last Tuesday morning, Oct. 12th. The damage done is not as yet estimated, but the loss is tremendously great," announced C.R. Kallam, agriculture chief.

The products which were almost completely wiped out included nappa, endive, Swiss chard, lettuce and the dry onions were in very poor condition, before going to his new position.